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ABSTRACT 
Weekly rainfall and weekly flow prediction, adapting the Venkataraman [1] single time series approach 

and Wiener multiple time series approach [2] were conducted for Aralikottai tank system, Aralikottai 

village of Thirupathur taluk of Sivagangai district in Manimuthar minor basin, Tamilnadu and 

Kothamangalam tank system, Kothamangalam village of Alangudi taluk of  Pudukkotai district in velar 

basin, Tamilnadu India. The results indicated that the raw prediction of weekly rainfall values is closer 

to actual weekly rainfall values than trend identified weekly predictions. The sister seasonal time series 

of weekly rain were more amenable for weekly prediction than whole parent weekly time series. 

Venkataraman single time approach was more suited for weekly rainfall prediction. Wiener approach 

proved better for weekly prediction of flow based on rainfall.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 At the present state of water resources analysis and development, the time lag between discoveries and their 
applications is greater in hydrologic engineering than in many other fields of engineering. A cursory glance on 
the current practices in urban and rural hydrology shows that the deterministic models have found only a few 
applications and the applications of stochastic models are still rare. It must be emphasized at this point that 
theoretical hydrologists all over the world are continuously developing new deterministic and stochastic models 
with increasing degree of sophistication and mathematical precision, Box and Jenkins, [7], Ramesh and 
Mujumdar, [8], Wang, [9]. This wave of mathematical modelling in pure hydrology is no doubt necessary for 
the development of water resources on a long term basis, but as the practicing engineer cannot wait, user-
oriented models must be given due attention. One such area where there is no attainment of significant progress 
is the prediction of watershed flow contributed by rain for semiarid watersheds characterized by seasonal 
rainfall. The absence of information on prediction is still more when watershed is analysed as a stochastic 
system treating the input rainfall and the output flow as uncertain phenomena. The reasons for lack of study in 
this much-needed area in the past were due to inadequate data of insufficient length and quality, unavailability 
of computer time and objective procedures for flow prediction and algorithms for saving computer time and 
space in data banks. 
 
II. Study area and its description:  
 Aralikottai tank system and Kothamangalam tank system has been selected for this research study which is 
situated at the  Aralikottai village of Thirupathur taluk of Sivagangai district in Manimuthar minor basin, 
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Tamilnadu, India and Kothamangalam village of Alangudi taluk of Pudukkotai district in Vellar basin, 
Tamilnadu, India respectively. Seven years of weekly rainfall and weekly flow data from 2008 to 2014 have 
been recorded on a continuous time frame and has been used for the present study. 
 
III. Initial statistical analysis:  
 Behavioural tendencies of both rain and flow series has been assessed by evaluating statistical parameters 
like arithmetic mean, root mean square, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, skewness coefficient, 
kurtosis, 5th and 6th non dimensional moments. These statistical parameters were evaluated for southwest (June-
September), northeast (October-December), total monsoon (June-December) and entire series (January – 
December) of weekly rainfall and weekly flow for Kothamangalam and Aralikottai tank systems. Also a cubic 
trend analysis has been performed on the entire, southwest, northeast and total monsoon for Kothamangalam 
tank and Aralikottai tank systems. 
 
IV. Auto projection weekly rain:  
 The general structure of the proposed auto projective model may be assumed as 

    (1) 
 Where ‘n’ is order of the model, α's, the autoregressive parameters, λ's the trend parameters, b, a constant 
and ∈ the disturbance term, Somasundaram [4]. The disturbance term designate a class of independent 
identically distributed random variables with zero expectation and positive finite variance. The sinusoidal terms 
accounting for periodicity were not considered as already the seasonal series were extracted from the parent 
series reducing the cyclicities to a minimum. The trend terms also need not be considered in the first instance. 
Hence for simplicity the revised model can be written as  

         (2) 
 The autoregressive parameter, α’s and the constant term λ can be determined on the principle of least 
squares minimising the expression. 

         (3)  

 Where Np is the number of observation in the past. Differentiation by the, α’s and λ yielded the normal 
equation of the form 

    (4) 

        (5) 
 The summation indicated being carried out over Np – n observations of time series Xt. Simultaneous 
solution of the fore mentioned equation will yield the least square estimates of the parameters,  α’s and λ 
required for modeling.  
 
4.1. Application to raw data: 
 In actual application only second, third and fourth order models were considered. They were 

          (6) 
          (7) 

         (8) 
The error variance between the interpolated and past series and the error variance between the extrapolated and 
future series was computed according to the following formula, 

         (9) 

        (10) 
 Where N is the total number of present records,  Np is the number of past records, n is the order of the 
model,   Xt+n is past and future values of weekly data as the case may be and  is the interpolated or 
extrapolated values of weekly data. 

          (11) 

          (12) 
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4.2. Application to trend identified data: 
 The cubic trend characteristics of weekly rain and weekly flow were calculated for Kothamangalam and 
Aralikottai tanks were removed from the raw series through the transformation. The autoregressive schemes 
were carried out on the residuals Xt

’ instead of Xt. Finally for forecasting purposes, these deterministic 
components were superposed on the predicted residuals through the following inverse transformation 
 
4.3. Programming and discussion: 
 By substituting r = 1,2 and n = 2 in the Eq. (4) and (5) respectively, three equation are formed, Suresh [5]. 
These equations are solved by Crout’s matrix method and the autoregressive parameters α1, α2 and λ were 
calculated for second order auto regressive scheme. Similarly for third order autoregressive model, parameters 
α1, α2, α3, and λ were evaluated. For fourth order autoregressive model, parameters α1, α2, α3, α4 and λ were 
evaluated, Somasundaram [4], Suresh [5]. This process was carried out for southwest, northeast monsoon of 
weekly rain and weekly flow for Aralikottai and Kothamangalam tank systems. A new series for weekly rain 
and weekly flow were generated using these parameters as an interpolation and extrapolation problem. From the 
available seven years of weekly data for tank systems was divided into two parts for the purposes of model 
testing as first five years of weekly data and prediction of remaining two years of weekly data. The first part was 
taken as past data for model testing and the latter part as future data for prediction. Initially the parameters of the 
proposed model were evaluated based on the past data. As an interpolation problem, series generated using these 
parameters were compared with the past data. Then as an extrapolation using the parameters evaluated on the 
past data, another series was generated and compared with the future data by actual plotting. The error variance 
for the extrapolated series and future series were evaluated, Somasundaram [4], Suresh [5] and compared for 
model validity and prediction. Fig.(1) shows the extrapolation of weekly rain for second order autoregressive 
scheme for northeast weekly rain – 2014,  Kothamangalam tank system.  
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Extrapolation of weekly rain for second order autoregressive scheme for northeast monsoon – 2014,     
      Kothamangalam Tank. 
 
V. Multiple time series analysis using Wiener Approach: 
 The method is based on the assumption that both rainfall and flow are strictly stationary stochastic 
processes pertaining to a physically realizable, stable, time-invariant linear system. Let the rainfall stochastic 
process X(t) and flow stochastic process Y(t) obey the flowing equations 

          (13) 
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          (14) 
 Where Xs(t) and Ys(t) are the northeast monsoon seasonal stochastic processes of weekly rainfall and 
weekly flow and Xn(t) and Yn(t) are the non seasonal stochastic processes of weekly rainfall and weekly flow. It 
is assumed that the seasonal and non seasonal stochastic processes expressed as sums are independent and that 
they can be separated from the parent stochastic processes ignoring the edge effects. Only the seasonal 
stochastic processes are subjected to further analysis. The numerical solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation in 
matrix form also used by Hino [3] can be written as 

           (15) 
 Where hopt is the required weighting function, (or generalized unit hydrograph),  Rxx is the autocovariance of 
weekly rainfall evaluated from the following equation, 

    (16) 
 And Rxy is the crosscovariance of weekly rainfall to weekly flow evaluated from the following equation 

     (17) 
 m’ being the values of maximum lag considered and N is the total number of observations. The weighting 
function  [hopt] was expressed as a column matrix of size m by 1, autocovariance of weekly rainfall as a 
symmetric matrix of size m by m and the crosscovarience of weekly rainfall to weekly flow as a column matrix 
of size m by 1. After evaluating the weighting function hopt, it is convolved with the weekly rainfall to obtain the 
predicted weekly flows through the following convolution criterion, Somasundaram [4] 

        (18) 
Where Yj = values of weekly flow prediction at time j.  
 
5.1. Programming and Discussion: 
 For interpolation problem the entire seven years of southwest and northeast monsoon series of weekly rain 
and weekly flow for Kothamangalam and Aralikottai tanks systems were taken. For extrapolation problem the 
first five years of southwest and northeast monsoon series of weekly rain and weekly flow for Kothamangalam 
and Aralikottai were considered, Somasundram, Pundarikanthan, and Suresh [6]. The autocovariance of weekly 
rainfall and crosscovariance of weekly rainfall to weekly flow were determined using the Eq.(16) and (17) 
respectively for the interpolated and extrapolated series. Eq. (15) was used to find out the interpolated weighting 
function and extrapolated weighting function. For the extrapolation of Kothamangalam and Araloikottai tank the 
extrapolated weighting function is convolved with the remaining two years of weekly rainfall to obtain the 
predicted weekly flow. Similarly for interpolation of Kothamangalam and Aralokottai tank the interpolated 
weighting function is convolved with 7 years of weekly rainfall to obtain predicted weekly flow. To solve 
numerical solution of Wiener-hopt equation in matrix form, a program was developed in C language. Initially 
auto covariance of weekly rainfall (Rxx) and crosscovariance of weekly rainfall to weekly flow (Rxy) were 
calculated using the Eq. (16) and (17). The maximum lag values were 14 for northeast monsoon and 18 for 
southwest monsoon. The 'm' by 1, Rxx matrix was converted into m x m symmetric matrix. Rxy is in the form of 
'm' by 1 as a column matrix. The hopt equation was formed by multiplying the inverted Rxx symmetric matrix 
with Rxy. This  hopt equation is convolved with corresponding year rainfall through Eq.(18) to get predicted flow. 
For interpolation the autocovariance of weekly rain and crosscovariance weekly rainfall to weekly flow were 
calculated using the whole period of data. Figure 2 shows weekly flow prediction for Northeast monsoon by 
Wiener approach for Kothamangalam tank. Then the error variance between the extrapolated and future series & 
interpolated and past values were calculated using the Eq. (9) and (10). The extrapolated error variance of 
Wiener approach for weekly southwest and northeast monsoon, Aralikottai tank and Kothamangalam tank 
systems are calculated and errors are within allowable limit. 
 
V1. Conclusion:  
 From the values of model parameters of Venkataraman autoregressive scheme for Aralikottai tank and 
Kothamangalam tank system, it has been seen that no significant improvement was achieved by increasing the 
order of the model from two to four. Also it has been seen that there is no significant difference between weekly 
raw and weekly trend identified series except for reduction of model parameters thus indicating the shift in the 
weekly rainfall and weekly flow process. From the prediction point of view, it has seen that for the both tank 
systems, interpolated error variance was close to extrapolated error variance for weekly model by second order 
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autoregressive scheme for both southwest and northeast monsoons. Also it has been seen that the error variance 
for southwest monsoon were less compared to those of northeast monsoon for both tank. This shows accuracy of 
prediction for southwest monsoon than northeast monsoon. From this research study it is observed that 
Venkataraman approach is well suited for weekly rainfall prediction, while the wiener approach is more suited 
for weekly flow prediction. 
 

 
  
Fig. 2: Weekly Flow Prediction by Wiener Approach 2014 Northeast Monsoon – Kothamangalam Tank.  
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